We present a new method for solving symbolically zero{dimensional polynomial equation systems in the a ne and toric case. The main feature of our method is the use of problem adapted data structures : arithmetic networks and straight{line programs. For sequential time complexity measured by network size we obtain the following result : it is possible to solve any a ne or toric zero{dimensional equation system in non{uniform sequential time which is polynomial in the length of the input description and the \geometric degree" of the equation system. Here, the input is thought to be given by a straight{line program (or alternatively in sparse representation), and the length of the input is measured by number of variables, degree of equations and size of the program (or sparsity of the equations). The geometric degree of the input system has to be adequately de ned. It is always bounded by the algebraic{combinatoric \B ezout number" of the system which is given by the Hilbert function of a suitable homogeneous ideal. However, in many important cases, the value of the geometric degree of the system is much smaller than its B ezout number since this geometric degree does not take into account multiplicities or degrees of extraneous components (which may appear at in nity in the a ne case or may be contained in some coordinate hyperplane in the toric case).
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We present a new method for solving symbolically zero{dimensional polynomial equation systems in the a ne and toric case. The main feature of our method is the use of problem adapted data structures : arithmetic networks and straight{line programs. For sequential time complexity measured by network size we obtain the following result : it is possible to solve any a ne or toric zero{dimensional equation system in non{uniform sequential time which is polynomial in the length of the input description and the \geometric degree" of the equation system. Here, the input is thought to be given by a straight{line program (or alternatively in sparse representation), and the length of the input is measured by number of variables, degree of equations and size of the program (or sparsity of the equations). The geometric degree of the input system has to be adequately de ned. It is always bounded by the algebraic{combinatoric \B ezout number" of the system which is given by the Hilbert function of a suitable homogeneous ideal. However, in many important cases, the value of the geometric degree of the system is much smaller than its B ezout number since this geometric degree does not take into account multiplicities or degrees of extraneous components (which may appear at in nity in the a ne case or may be contained in some coordinate hyperplane in the toric case).
Our method contains a new application of a classic tool to symbolic computation : we use Newton iteration in order to simplify straight{line programs occurring in elimination procedures. Our new technique allows for practical implementations a meaningful characterization of the intrinsic algebraic complexity of typic elimination problems and reduces the still unanswered question of their intrinsic bit complexity to algorithmic arithmetics. However our algorithms are not rational anymore as are the usual ones in elimination theory. They require some restricted computing with algebraic numbers. This is due to its numeric ingredients (Newton iteration). Nevertheless, at least in the case of polynomial equation systems depending on parameters, the practical advantage of our method with respect to more traditional ones in symbolic and numeric computation is clearly visible. Our approach produces immediately a series of division theorems (e ective Nullstellens atze) with new and more di erentiated degree and complexity bounds (we shall state two of them). 56] ). The polynomials G 1 ; : : : ; G n are homogeneous in the variables X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n . Moreover they depend on a deformation parameter " and form a regular sequence in k(") X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] . They de ne a zero dimensional projective subvariety of IP n (k(")) without points at in nity (here k(") denotes any algebraic closure of the function eld k(")). Specializing the polynomials G 1 ; : : : ; G n in " = 0 we obtain a projective subvariety of IP n ( k) which contains the isolated points of V as irreducible components. Since the underlying deformation is at in the isolated points of V , well known techniques based on the implicit or explicit use of Macaulay's u{resultant allow rst to nd the solutions of V (G 1 ; : : : ; G n ) and nally the isolated points of V .
This deformation method introduces a somehow arti cial dependency of the complexity of the algorithms on the regularity of the Hilbert function of the homogeneous ideal (G 1 ; : : : ; G n ) of k(") X 0 ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] and on the degree of (G 1 ; : : : ; G n ) which is de ned by means of the Hilbert polynomial and is called its B ezout number. The regularity of (G 1 ; : : : ; G n ) is bounded by nd?n. This implies that deformation based algorithms have to triangulate rectangular matrices of size nd n ! n nd n ! in order to extract from this data some \geometrically meaningful" square matrix of size the B ezout number. The characteristic polynomial of this square matrix is the basic eliminating form that all algorithms work with. However, the B ezout number of the ideal (G 1 ; : : : ; G n ) (i.e. the degree of the eliminating form) includes multiplicities and degrees of extraneous components which the previous deformation process adds to the original variety V . The exact value of the B ezout number is n Q i=1 degG i which is of order d n .
The method we present in this paper will be independent of \algebraic" quantities such as regularity of the Hilbert function or B ezout number of an appropriate homogeneous ideal. This allows in geometrically well suited cases (typically when the geometric degree of the variety V is low) to reduce the size of the matrices in the algorithms (and hence the complexity of the procedures). However, in worst case (e.g. when the equations f 1 ; : : : ; f n are generic) our complexity bounds are roughly the same as those obtained by deformation based algorithms. This is not surprising in view of the known lower bounds for elimination problems ( 31] , 57] ).
An important aspect of elimination procedures consists in the encoding of the polynomials appearing as inputs, outputs or intermediate results of the algorithm. Encoding polynomials by their coe cients (dense representation) faces us with an input size of order d + n n ! c d n (if n; d 3 we can take c = 1 , otherwise we can take as c the base of the natural logarithm). If the equations f 1 ; : : : ; f n are generic, the geometric degree of the variety V and the B ezout number of the system (given by the homogenizations of f 1 ; : : : ; f n ) coincide and are of order d n . Thus, a complexity bound of type d O(n) is both polynomial in the dense input size and the degree of the variety V , what is the best we can hope in worst case (see 31] and 57]).
However, when the geometric degree of V is low, one wishes to use more economic encodings of inputs, outputs and intermediate results. Such an encoding is given, for instance, by the data structure straight{line program.
For the moment let us x the following notations and assumptions :
There is given a family of n input polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f n 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] which are thought to be encoded by a straight{line program (arithmetic circuit) without essential divisions in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] (this means we allow only to contain divisions by non{zero elements of k ). We denote the nonscalar size (\nonscalar length" in more traditional terminology) and the nonscalar depth of by L and`respectively (see 23] , 30] , 40] , 59] and Section 2 for the notions of straight{line program, arithmetic network and the complexity measures we shall use subsequently). Let us rst consider the a ne case. Here, we suppose that f 1 ; : : : ; f n form a regular sequence in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] . Fix 1 i n. The a ne variety de ned by the ideal (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) , namely V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) , is a Zariski closed subset of A n := A n ( k) of pure dimension n?i (i.e. all irreducible components of V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) have the same dimension n ? i; we say also that V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) is an equidimensional variety of dimension n ? i).
The (geometric) a ne degree of V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) is de ned as usual as the cardinality of the nite set of points we obtain cutting V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) by n ? i generic a ne hyperplanes of A n (more generally, we de ne the a ne degree of a closed Zariski subset of A n as the sum of the degrees of its irreducible components. See e.g. 29] or 21] for this notion of degree and its motivation). We denote the a ne degree of V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) by degV (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) .
Let us now de ne := maxfdegV (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) ; 1 i ng as the (geometric) a ne degree of the equation system f 1 ; : : : ; f n . We write V := V (f 1 ; : : : ; f n ) and observe that V contains only nitely many, namely degV points. Let us now consider the toric case. Fix 1 i n. We de ne the toric irreducible components of the a ne variety V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) as those which are not contained in one of the hyperplanes V (X j ) , 1 j n, of A n . We suppose that f 1 ; : : : ; f i form a toric complete intersection. This means that toric irreducible components of V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) exist having all dimension n ? i. The (geometric) toric degree of V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) is denoted by deg V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) and is de ned as the sum of the a ne degrees of all toric components of V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) . We call := maxfdeg V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) ; 1 i ng the (geometric) toric degree of the equation system f 1 ; : : : ; f n .
Let be given a non{zero linear form H of k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] represented by its coe cients and let T be a new variable. We consider as the xed input of all our principal algorithms the division free straight{line program which computes f 1 ; : : : ; f n and, where it makes sense, the coe cient n{tuple of H . We recall that d is an upper bound for the degrees of the polynomials of the input system f 1 ; : : : ; f n , that and represent the geometric a ne degree and the geometric toric degree of the system f 1 ; : : : ; f n respectively. Furthermore we recall that L and`are the nonscalar size and depth of respectively.
With these notations and assumptions, we may state our main results as follows :
Theorem 1 (the a ne case) Assume that f 1 ; : : : ; f n form a regular sequence in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] . Suppose furthermore that for 1 i n the ideal (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) generated by f 1 ; : : : ; f i in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] is radical. Then there exists an arithmetic network with parameters in k which, from the input given by and H , computes the coe cients of a monic polynomial p 2 k T] such that p(H) vanishes on V = V (f 1 ; : : : ; f n ) .The nonscalar size and depth of the network are (nd L) O(1) and O(n(log 2 (nd) +`)log 2 ) respectively.
Theorem 2 (the toric case) Assume that for 1 i n the polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f i form a toric complete intersection and generate an ideal in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] whose localiza- X j ) . The nonscalar size and depth of the network are (nd L) O(1) and O(n(log 2 (nd)+`)log 2 ) respectively.
Let us remark that the algorithms underlying Theorems 1 and 2 make substantial use of linear algebra subroutines dealing with matrices of size at most 2d (a ne case) and 2d (toric case).
We may sharpen the assertions of Theorem 1 and 2 to the following statement :
Theorem The nonscalar size and depth of the network are (nd L) O(1) and O(n(log 2 (nd) +`)log 2 ) in the a ne case and (nd L) O(1) and O(n(log 2 (nd) +`)log 2 ) in the toric case.
Of course we can reformulate Theorems 1, 2 and 3 for sparse inputs. In this case the parameters L and`measuring nonscalar size and depth of the input circuit can be replaced by the sparsity N of the polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f n and by log 2 d respectively (the sparsity is the number of monomials with non{zero coe cients appearing in f 1 ; : : : ; f n ). The nonscalar size and depth of the resulting network are then (nd N) O(1) and O(nlog 2 (nd)log 2 ) in the a ne case and (nd N) O(1) and O(nlog 2 (nd)log 2 ) in the toric case
The most important context of applications of Theorems 1, 2 and 3 is the following situation of \parametric/numeric equation solving" : let be a prime eld with algebraic closure and let 1 ; : : : ; m be indeterminates over (called \parameters"). Let k := ( 1 ; : : : ; m ) (there will be no harm to our arguments in characteristic p since is perfect). Suppose now that is a division free straight{line program in 1 ; : : : ; m ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] of nonscalar length and depth L and`respectively. Thus our polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f n belong to the polynomial ring 1 ; : : : ; m ; X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] . Assume that H is a nonzero linear form of X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] .
The varieties V and V are interpreted as subvarieties of the a ne space A n ( k) = A n ( ( 1 ; : : : ; m )) . The remaining assumptions and notations are the same as in Theorems 1, 2 and 3 for k := ( 1 ; : : : ; m ) .
In this situation the statement of Theorem 1, 2 and 3 can be sharpened as follows :
Theorem 4 There exists an arithmetic network with parameters from the eld , which has nonscalar length (nd L) O(1) and depth O(n(log 2 (nd) +`)log 2 ) in the a ne and which has nonscalar length (nd L) O(1) and depth O(n(log 2 (nd) +`)log 2 ) in the toric case. This arithmetic network produces as output a division free straight{line program in n ; f 1 (x) = 0; : : : ; f n (x) = 0g and in the situation of Theorem 3(i) the algebraic variety V has the form V = fv 1 (t); : : : ; v n (t) ; t 2 ( 1 ; : : : ; m ) ; q( 1 ; : : : ; m ; t) = 0g . We shall omit the proof of Theorem 4 because it would be almost textually the same as that of Proposition 17 below.
A natural question to ask is the following one : what \real life" complexities are hidden behind the notions of arithmetic network and straight{line program with parameters in k ? What is the link of these data structures to \ordinary" rational arithmetic networks and straight{line programs with parameters in the coe cient eld k ? For answering this question let us restrict ourselves to the a ne case (the toric case can be discussed analogously).
A simple minded translation of the arithmetic network with parameters in k underlying Theorem 1 to the rational context over k would produce an ordinary arithmetic network with parameters in k of nonscalar size and depth (nd n L) O(1) and O(n(log 2 (d )+`)) respectively. Whereas the nonscalar depth is ne, the nonscalar size of the network grows up to order of the sequential time complexity of usual Groebner basis computations for the elimination task we are considering, i.e. to (nd n 2 ) O(1) in worst case (here we assume that = d n and L = d + n n ! = O(d n ) holds; see 8] and 16]). The problem arising in this way can be localized in the iterative character of the algorithm ( n iterations) which in the ordinary rational arithmetic network version produces stupidly growing straight{line programs for the representation of intermediate results. This is due to the repeated use of interpolation subroutines which nevertheless can be summarized by suitable FOR commands (see 25] ). However, applying \data compression" by means of the already mentioned homotopic deformation method one can lower this ordinary network size to (nd n ) O(1) which is an already known complexity bound for the elimination task we are considering ( 10] 44] ). This means the advantage of the rational version of our method is reduced to exegetic \practical complexity" as far as running time is concerned (nevertheless we may have saved something with respect to storage space).
However a more radical compression of the enormously expanding straight{line programs during the execution of the algorithms is possible thanks to a symbolic adaptation of Newton's method (or Hensel iteration as someones like to call it in case of positive characteristic) in combination with \Vermeidung von Divisionen" ( 60] ). This compression is done by the algorithm underlying the fundamental technical Lemmas 5 and 7 below.
The key point of our method consists in a consequent use of problem adapted data structures : arithmetic networks and straight{line programs with parameters in k (or k ). A similar ground idea may be found in the impressive theoretical and practical work of D. Duval and her school on dynamic evaluation ( 18] ). Closest to our complexity results comes the numeric method of M. Shub and S. Smale for nding \approximate" solutions of zero{dimensional homogeneous \average" equations systems ( 56] ). Their method too is independent on the B ezout number and the regularity of the input ideal. The sequential time complexity of their algorithm (measured as ours by counting just arithmetic operations) is polynomial in n d + n n ! (the size of the densely given input system) and the number of approximate solutions wanted. However caution is necessary in the interpretation of their result as \equation solving" in the sense of computer algebra. First they need su cient genericity of the system (just the contrary of the point of view of computer algebra which focuses on \special systems"). Secondly Newton iteration (for which they seek approximate solutions) is ine cient in terms of bit{complexity if the rational numbers appearing in it are given in binary coding. This fact is due to Liouville's estimate (see 50]). However this second drawback can be avoided coding rational numbers by straight{line programs. Identity of rational numbers given by such encodings can be detected in random polynomial time by a BPP{test ( 54] , 34]) or a xed sample test (as in 32] or 13]) which is due to 28]. Summarizing this we can say that in case := 0 Q and k:= 0 Q( 1 ; : : : ; m ) with 1 ; : : : ; m algebraically independent, our algorithms have a reasonable translation to the (probabilistic) bit{model and that this translation conserves the overall complexity character of our algorithms (this is work in progress and will be the subject of a further publication; see Section 7). Of course it would also be advantageous to dispose of algorithms of the same complexity type which are realizable exclusively by rational arithmetic networks and straight{line programs (with parameters in k ). This is a question which we shall also consider in further work.
Our paper is organized as follows : in Section 2 we introduce our computational model of arithmetic networks and straight{ line programs with parameters in k (or k ). In Section 3 we prove Lemma 5 and 7 which represent a key tool for our algorithms. Thanks to these lemmas we are able to compress e ciently certain straight{line programs which appear as intermediate computations in our procedures. The algorithm underlying Lemma 5 and 7 requires the use of algebraic numbers (observe that this situation produces the side e ect that our subsequent arithmetic networks and straight{line programs depend on algebraic parameters). In Section 4 we review some known technical lemmas which are necessary for the proofs in Section 5. The essential steps of the proof of Theorem 1, 2 and 3 are contained in Section 5. This proof is based on a recursive construction of a Noether normalization and a primitive element for the varieties V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) , 1 i n, followed by a procedure of cleaning extraneous irreducible components. This recursive construction is explained in Section 5 and a recursion law of the complexity of the underlying algorithm is given. At this point the application of Lemma 5 and 7 of Section 3 becomes crucial. A simple minded iteration of the recursive construction we introduce in Section 5 would lead to a size explosion of straight{line programs. Lemma 5 and 7 allow us to compress after each iteration step the straight{line programs occuring in our algorithm. The core of the proof of Theorem 1, 2 and 3 is contained in Proposition 17 and 18 which generalizes the statement of Theorem 3 to the case of arbitrary reduced complete intersection ideals. This proposition is used in Section 6 in order to formulate two division theorems (e ective Nullstellens atze) with new complexity and degree bounds which are polynomial in our parameters n; d; and L (Theorem 19 and 20) . These new division theorems do not improve the degree (and height) bounds of the classical ones ( 3] 51] , 52]) but they have three advantages : the rst one is that they are better suited for computational issues, the second one is that they are more general and the third one is that they explain better the classical results.
The Computational Model
The idea of using straight{line programs as succinct encodings of special polynomials (as they appear in elimination problems) goes back to the late seventies and was discovered by di erent people independently (one of them being our coauthor J. Morgenstern who prefered oral \hadise" to hardcover publications for the dissemination of his thought). This idea appears implicitly or explicitly in the following representative (although not exhaustive) list of papers, mostly dedicated to probabilistic testing of polynomial identities 59 ] and the references given there). In this section, we slightly modify the notion of \ordinary" arithmetic networks adding a special type of computation nodes, called \algebraic gates". These gates display (generally algebraic) elements of k which are given as zeroes of a precomputed univariate polynomial over k . We are now going to explain what we mean by \arithmetic network" and \straight{line program with parameters in k (or k )". Let for the moment K be any of the elds k or k .
A piecewise rational function (over K ) is a mapping ' : A n ?! A 1 such that there exists a partition of A n in K {de nable constructible subsets fC j : 1 j Mg, such that for any 1 j M there exists a rational function j 2 K(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) de ned everywhere on C j , which veri es :
An \ordinary" arithmetic network over K is a device that evaluates piecewise rational functions. However, in our applications, most of the functions are piecewise polynomial, i.e. the j are polynomials belonging to K X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] .
An arithmetic network ? over K is a pair ? = (G; Q), where G is directed acyclic graph, with vertices (called nodes or gates of ? ) of indegree 0, 1, 2 or 3 and where Q is an assignment (labeling) of instructions and (piecewise) rational functions (\intermediate results") to nodes (the labeling will be speci ed subsequently). The graph G contains n nodes of indegree 0, labeled by the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n , which are called the input nodes of ? .
We de ne the depth of a node of the graph G as the length of the longest path joining with some input gate. Let us denote any node of G by a pair of integers (i; j), where i represents the depth of the node and j is an ordinal number assigned to the node which is given by some ordering of the set of nodes of depth i (see 40] , 48] for this type of encoding of arithmetic networks).
Let (i; j) be a node of G . If (i; j) has indegree 0 and does not represent an input, the labeling Q assigns to this node a constant from K (which we call subsequently a parameter of ? ). If (i; j) has indegree 2 the labeling Q assigns to it an arithmetic operation of k . If (i; j) has indegree 1 the labeling Q assigns to it a sign (i.e. equal to zero) test and a boolean variable. If (i; j) has indegree 3 the labeling Q assigns to it a selector which makes a choice between two pre xed nodes of G according to the value of a boolean variable associated with a third node. A node of G labeled in this manner is called a gate of ? . We have already introduced the input gates. A gate which is labeled by a constant or an arithmetic operation of K is called a computation gate (in case of positive characteristic p we consider also extraction of p{th roots of elements of K as arithmetic operations). The other gates are called sign or selector gates, depending on their labeling. We suppose that the labeling Q is \meaningful", i.e. computation gates have ingoing edges (if any) coming from computation or input gates, sign gates have an ingoing edge coming from a computation gate , and selector gates have two ingoing edges coming from computation or input gates and another ingoing edge coming from a sign gate. Under this hypothesis the labeling Q associates in a obvious way to each computation gate (i; j) a rational function which we denote by Q i;j . Let (i; j) be a sign gate with ingoing edge coming from a node (r; s) and let x be a point of A n where Q r;s is de ned. Then the boolean variable B i;j associated to (i; j) takes the value 1 or 0 according to the truth or falseness of the statement \ Q i;j (x) = 0 ". If (i; j) is a selector gate with two ingoing edges coming from computation gates (k; l) and (k 0 ; l 0 ) and if x is a point of A n where Q k;l and Q k 0 ;l 0 are de ned and if the third ingoing edge of (i; j) comes from the sign gate (r; s) then we associate to (i; j) the eld element Q k;l (x) or Q k 0 ;l 0(x) according to the value which takes in x the boolean variable B r;s associated to the sign gate. We consider the gates of ? with outdegree 0 as outputs and we suppose that for each x 2 A n there exists a \stream" of \consistent" paths (with all rational functions de ned in x) to a pre xed number of output gates.
A computation gate of ? is called nonscalar (with respect to K ) if the instruction associated to it corresponds to a multiplication of nonconstant rational functions or to a division by a nonconstant rational function. We assign to nonscalar computation gates unit costs whereas all other gates are taken cost{free (in particular, computation gates of ? corresponding to K {linear operations are free). In this way, we associate two complexity measures to the arithmetic network ? : nonscalar sequential time or the nonscalar size of ? , de ned as the total number of nonscalar computation gates of ? , nonscalar parallel time or the nonscalar depth of ? de ned as the longest oriented path of ? joining an input gate with an output gate when only nonscalar computation gates are taken into account for the \length".
These two nonscalar complexity measures are fairly realistic with respect to operation counting because ? can always be rearranged such that the total number of gates and the total depth of ? are bounded roughly by the square of its nonscalar size and depth respectively. The intuitive meaning of the nonscalar size of ? is (sequential) running time whereas the nonscalar depth is linked to rather mathematical quantities as degree and height (in case K := 0 Q ) of the rational functions appearing as intermediate results of ? . The total depth of ? has a natural interpretation as minimal storage space (see 40] for more details on this subject).
A special case of arithmetic networks are those which have as single output a boolean combination of sign gates. We call them decision networks. Another important case of special networks is represented by those which contain only computation gates (no sign or selector gates). They are called straight{line programs or arithmetic circuits and they compute (or represent) rational functions belonging to K(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) . Often we call the (nonscalar) size of a straight{line program its (nonscalar) length.
An arithmetic network or a straight{line program without any nonscalar division (only divisions by non{zero elements of K are allowed in this case) is called division free. Division free straight{line programs compute polynomials of K X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] . Finally we say that a family of arithmetic networks with nonscalar sequential time cost function L is well parallelizable if its nonscalar parallel time cost function`behaves as`= O(log 2 L).
Since we are not considering other complexity measures than the nonscalar ones, we simplify our terminology from now on saying just size/sequential time or depth/parallel time with reference to the nonscalar cost measure.
Suppose now K := k . We are going to extend the model of \ordinary" arithmetic networks (with parameters in k ) introducing a new type of computation nodes, called algebraic gates. These algebraic gates involve for given inputs from k elements of k which generally are algebraic over k ( in other words, these gates \compute" algebraic functions in the inputs). In order to explain the nature of these new gates let us assume that the arithmetic network ? in question disposes over a second type of input nodes, labeled by indeterminates, say A 1 ; : : : ; A m which are called parameter variables. To understand this, remember that the concrete input for our geometric problems (e.g. in Theorem 1, 2 and 3) is always a division free straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] which represents the equations of the input system. The parameter variables A 1 ; : : : ; A m of ? are specialized for a concrete input circuit into the values of the program parameters of , i.e. into values belonging to k . Therefore in all our applications the number m will be of order L 2 . Some computation nodes of the arithmetic circuit ? will therefore depend exclusively on the parameter variables A 1 ; : : : ; A m . The labeling Q assigns to these nodes a rational function of k(A 1 ; : : : ; A m ) . We call such a node of ? parameter gate. Let T be a new indeterminate. An algebraic gate of ? is now a node (i; j) which has indegree and outdegree N , where N is an arbitrary (but xed) natural number. The ingoing edges of (i; j) are supposed to come from N parameter gates of ? , say (s 0 ; r 0 ); : : : ; ( in arbitrary order (possibly with repetitions if the polynomial is not separable). Let us observe that the network ? evaluates the polynomials h 0 ; : : : ; h N?1 in the argument using possibly algebraic parameters which come from the previous use of algebraic gates. Thus the network contains implicitly a straight{line program representation of the values h 0 ( ); : : : ; h N?1 ( ) which will be division free in all our applications and which contains possibly algebraic parameters. If ? is an arithmetic network which contains algebraic gates we shall say that ? has parameters in k .
Compressing Straight{line Programs
In this section we show how we can compress in the algorithm underlying Theorems 1, 2 and 3 some of the straight{line programs which compute intermediate results. The principal outcome is the following statement :
Lemma 5 (the a ne case) Let be given polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f i 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] and suppose that f 1 ; : : : ; f i are represented by a division free straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] of length and depth L and`respectively. Assume that the polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f i form a regular sequence in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] and that they generate a radical ideal I := (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) . Let W := V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) = V (I) be the a ne variety de ned by f 1 ; : : : ; f i and denote by := degW the (geometric a ne) degree of W and by r := n ? i its dimension (observe that by assumption the ideal I is unmixed and the variety W is equidimensional). Suppose that X 1 ; : : : ; X n are in Noether position with respect to the variety W , the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X r being free and assume that there is given by its coefcients a nonzero linear form u 2 k X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ] which represents a primitive element for I (see Section 4.3 below). The equations f 1 ; : : : ; f i , the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n and the linear form u determine uniquely the following mathematical objects : the minimal polynomial q 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ; u] of u modulo the ideal I . This polynomial is monic and without loss of generality separable with respect to u and satis es deg u q = degq . Let us call := deg u q = degq . where (I) denotes the ideal generated by the set I (or by f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) in K X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ] .
Recall that the polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f i form a regular sequence in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] and that the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n are in Noether position with respect to W , the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X r being free. Taking this into account, we write : W ?! A r for the nite and surjective morphism of a ne varieties induced by the coordinates X 1 ; : : : ; X r . Furthermore we deduce from our assumptions (in particular from the assumption q separable with respect to u) that the nite dimensional K {algebra B 0 is unrami ed and that dim K B 0 = deg u q degW = holds ( 35] ). From this we infer that the jacobian := det @f k @X j and parallel time O(log 2 (i ) +`) + a \rational" point = ( 1 ; : : : ; r ) 2 k r which satis es ( )( ) 6 = 0 (thus we have ( ) 6 = 0 and ( ) 6 = 0 ). From ( ) 6 = 0 we deduce that the morphism is unrami ed in the point what implies that ?1 ( ) consists of exactly nonsingular points of W . To be more precise, let ?1 ( ) = f 1 ; : : : ; g W be the set of these points. Then we infer from ( ) 6 = 0 that ( l ) 6 = 0 holds for any 1 l .
From ( l ) = = ( 1 ; : : : ; r ) we conclude that the point l has the form l = ( 1 ; : : : ; r ; (l) r+1 ; : : : ; (l) n ) 2 k n where the rst r coordinates 1 ; : : : ; r are rational and independent of the index l and the last n ?r coordinates (l) r+1 ; : : : ; (l) n are algebraic (i.e. belong to k and not necessarily to k ) and dependent on l . Let the linear form u have the form u = r+1 X r+1 + + n X n with r+1 ; : : : ; n 2 k . For 1 l we write l := u( l ) = r+1 (l) r+1 + + n (l) n (observe that l is typically an algebraic element of k ). Let us consider u as an indeterminate over k and over k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] . In this sense q = q(X 1 ; : : : ; X r ; u) becomes a polynomial in u with coe cients in k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] and q( ; u):= q( 1 ; : : : ; r ; u) becomes a polynomial in u with coe cients in k (i.e. we have q( ; u) 2 k u]). Since q is monic in u and of degree we conclude that q( ; u) is monic and of degree too. Furthermore ( ) is the discriminant of q( ; u) and from ( ) 6 = 0 we deduce that q( ; u) has exactly zeroes in k which are all distinct. Let us analyze this fact more in detail : for any polynomial p 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] let us write p( ; X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ) := p( 1 ; : : : ; r ; X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ) (thus we have p( ; X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ) 2 k X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ] ). We observe that f 1 : : : ; g = ?1 ( ) = f g V (f 1 ( ; X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ); : : : ; f i ( ; X r+1 ; : : : ; X n )) holds. From I = (q(u); X r+1 ? v r+1 (u); : : : ; X n ? v n (u)) we deduce that for any n ) 2 k i is a nondegenerate zero of the equation system given by the polynomials f 1 ( ; X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ); : : : ; f i ( ; X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ) 2 k X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ] which are in fact the polynomials f 1 (0; : : : ; 0; X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ); : : : ; f i (0; : : : ; 0; X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ) . From Hensel's lemma (which represents a symbolic version of the Implicit Function Theorem) we deduce that there exist formal power series R On the other hand we know already that q(X 1 ; : : : ; X r ; u (l) ) = 0 holds for any 1 l . From u (l) ( ) = l we deduce that the power series u (1) ; : : : ; u ( ) are all distinct. Since q is monic and of degree in u and u (1) Once given the straight{line program representation 1 of the coe cients q m of the polynomial q we are able to compute the discriminant using additional O( 5 ) arithmetic operations organized in depth O(log 2 ) . Therefore we can extend the circuit 1 to a division free straight{line program 2 in k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] of roughly the same size and depth as 1 , such that 2 computes also the discriminant .
In order to nish the proof of Lemma 5 we have to nd a straight{line program representation of the coe cients of the polynomials v r+1 ; : : : ; v n with respect to the variable u such that the resulting circuit has about the same size and depth as 2 . By the way we shall assume without loss of generality that the circuit 1 (and hence 2 ) contains the circuit~ .
Let r < j n and let v j = 
holds in k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ]] . We interpret now the congruence relations (7) as an inhomogeneous linear equation system whose (unique) solution is a rational approximation to the coe cient vector (a m . We join now all the circuits 0 r+1 ; : : : ; 0 n and apply to them the same Vermeidung von Divisionen technique as before. In this way we obtain a division{free straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] which computes for r < j n and 0 m < the power series expansions in k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ]] of all rational functionsã (j) m up to degree 2 3 . Since for r < j n and 0 m < this truncated power series expansions coincide with the polynomials a (j) m , the circuit represents all coe cients with respect to u of the polynomials v r+1 ; : : : ; v n . Without loss of generality we may assume that the straight{line program extends the circuit 2 . Thus nally the straight{line program computes and all the coe cients of q and v r+1 ; : : : ; v n . with respect to u. The size and depth of are O((i 5 + L) 9 log 2 + 11 ) = O((i 5 + L) 11 ) and O((log 2 i +`)log 2 ) respectively.
We shall make use of Lemma 5 in the proof of Theorem 1 and Theorem 3 (i) which deal with the zerodimensional algorithmic elimination problem in the a ne case. For the same problem in the toric case, i.e. for Theorem 2 and Theorem 3 (ii) , we need a slightly di erent version of Lemma 5. This is the content of the next statement.
Lemma 7 (the toric case) Let be given polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f i 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] and suppose that f 1 ; : : : ; f i are represented by a division free straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] of length and depth L and`respectively. Let also g := n Q j=1 X j . Assume that the polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f i form a toric complete intersection ideal I := (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) whose localization I g is radical. Let W be the union of the toric irreducible components of the a ne variety V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) = V (I) de ned by f 1 ; : : : ; f i and denote by := degW = deg V (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) the (geometric) degree of W and by r := n ? i its dimension (observe that by assumption the localized ideal I g is unmixed and the \toric" variety W is equidimensional). We assume that W is not empty, i.e. > 0 . Suppose that X 1 ; : : : ; X n are in Noether position with respect to the variety W , the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X r being free and assume that there is given by its coe cients a nonzero linear form u 2 k X r+1 ; : : : ; X n ] which represents a primitive element for I g (see Section 4.3 below). The equations f 1 ; : : : ; f i , the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n and the linear form u determine uniquely the following mathematical objects : a polynomial q 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ; u] which is monic and without loss of generality separable with respect to u and satis es deg u q = degq the (nonzero) discriminant 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] of q and polynomials v r+1 ; : : : ; v n 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ; u] satisfying the conditions I g = (q (u); X r+1 ? v r+1 (u); : : : ; X n ? v n (u)) g maxfdeg u v j ; r < j ng < degq :
Finally we assume that the polynomial and the coe cients of q and v r+1 ; : : : ; v n with respect to u are given by a division free straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] having length and depth and respectively.
Under these assumptions there exists an arithmetic network with parameters in k which from the input circuits and constructs a division free straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] of length O((i 5 + L) 11 ) and depth O((log 2 i +`)log 2 ) such that represents and the coe cients of q and v r+1 ; : : : ; v n with respect to u. The size and depth of this network is O((i 5 + L) 11 ) + and O((log 2 i +`)log 2 ) + respectively. This statement remains true if \toricity" is understood with respect to a linear change of the original variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n and the polynomial g = n Q j=1 X j is replaced by the product of the new variables.
Since the proof of Lemma 5 is completely local, only minor changes at its very beginning and the application of a suitable toric version of Remark 6 at its very end are necessary to convert it into a proof of Lemma 7. The essential steps and arguments are almost textually the same. The most subtle point is the toric version of Remark 6 we need at the end of the proof. For the statement of this toric version we replace just in Remark 6 the polynomials , v r+1 ; : : : ; v n by , v r+1 ; : : : ; v n and the degree bound by 2(degq ) 3 , i.e. by 2( ) 3 . We shall come back to the proof of that at the end of this section. In order to avoid repetitive argumentation we omit the proof of Lemma 7.
The following Remark 8 refers to work in progress. It answers the question whether computing with algebraic elements of k is really necessary in the algorithm underlying Lemma 5 and 7. On the other hand one might ask whether to this algorithm corresponds a counterpart in the bit model of boolean circuits in case k:= 0 Q . We postpone the answer to this second question to the end of the paper (see Section 7) .
Suppose now that k is a hilbertian eld for which a factorization algorithm for univariate polynomials is available at \moderate arithmetic costs". This means that we may add (in a computationally reasonable way) to our arithmetic networks over k special factorization gates for univariate polynomials of degree D , where D is an arbitrary (but xed) natural number. Our new complexity model takes such a gate into account at costs of D O(1) with respect to sequential time (this is quite realistic in view of 45]) and at costs of O(log 2 D) with respect to parallel time (this is rather cheap). We call such a base eld k hilbertian with univariate polynomial factorization at moderate costs and the corresponding algebraic complexity model is called arithmetic network (over k ) with factorization gates. Observe that this model is nonuniform by the way we have introduced it. However in view of 28] and the evidence that \e cient" (rather than \e ective") versions of Hilbert's Irreducibility Theorem must exist (see e.g. 14], 20], 58] and 62]), we may hope to obtain at least a reasonable randomization (if not uniformization) of the algorithm underlying the next statement which we pronounce without proof. The toric version of Remark 6 can be proved essentially by the same method. One has only to replace the k {algebra B by the (reduced) coordinate ring of the \toric" variety W . Of course this coordinate ring is not a free k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] {module anymore, but it is still a nite faithful module over k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] , i.e. an integral extension of k X 1 ; : : : ; X r ] . This is su cient for traces to be well de ned and for 52], Theorem 13 to be true also in this new context. The rest of the proof of the toric version of Remark 6 is textually the same as in the a ne case.
Let us also observe that Remark 6 can be formulated with a slightly better degree bound of 2 + 1 , i.e. of 2 + 1 in the a ne case and (degq ) 2 + 1 , i.e of 2 + 1 in the toric case. This can be easily deduced from our elementary arguments in Section 5 taking into account that all the polynomials involved are homogeneous. Lemma 9 There exists a division free well parallelizable arithmetic network ? of size O(D 6 ) which from the coe cients of P and Q computes the coe cients of a greatest common divisor (belonging to R T]) of these polynomials.
The greatest common divisor computed by the algorithm underlying this Lemma is a (not necessarily primitive) polynomial of R T] which we denote by gcd(P; Q). A similar well parallelizable ( O(s 5 D 6 ) sequential time ) complexity bound holds for the computation of the simultaneous greatest common divisor of more than two (say s) polynomials of degree at most D belonging to R T].
Sometimes the second polynomial Q is given by a division free straight{line program in R T] of length L and depth`instead by its coe cients. In this case we have Lemma 10 There exists a division free arithmetic network of size LD O(1) and depth O(log 2 (D) +`) which computes the coe cients of the greatest common divisor of P and Q.
The algorithm underlying Lemma 10 uses linear algebra subroutines which deal with square matrices over R of size at most 2D ? 1 . As before this lemma can be generalized to the case of the computation of the simultaneous greatest common divisor of more than two (say s) polynomials, one of them given by its coe cient vector and having degree at most D and the others given by a division free straight{line program in R T] of length L and depth`. The outcome is then a division free arithmetic network of size (L + s)D O(1) and depth O(log 2 (D) +`) which computes the coe cients of the greatest common divisor in question. Again the linear algebra subroutines deal only with square matrices of size at most 2D ? 1 . Lemma 9 can be used in order to compute a separable (and hence in K T] squarefree) polynomialP 2 R T] which has the same zeroes as P (we call such a polynomialP a separable representation of P ). If the characteristic of k (and hence of R and K ) is zero this is a immediate consequence of the next lemma puttingP := P . In case of positive characteristic we need a more re ned analysis of the situation.
Observe that the coe cients of the derivative P 0 of P are immediately obtained from the (given) coe cients of P . Therefore we have Lemma 11 Suppose that the derivative P 0 is nonzero. Then there exists a division free well parallelizable arithmetic network of size O(D 6 ) which from the coe cients of P computes the coe cients of a univariate polynomial P 2 R T] and a non{zero element of the ring 2 R , such that : P = P gcd(P; P 0 ) holds.
Suppose now that the characteristic of k , K and R is positive, say p. In all our applications of the technical lemmas of this section R will be a polynomial ring over k generated by some k {linear forms in the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n , say Y 1 ; : : : ; Y r with 0 r n (see Section 5). As one easily veri es there is no essential change to the outcome of our main algorithm in Section 5 if we replace the variables X 1 ; : : : ; X n of our input equation system f 1 ; : : : ; f n by suitable p k {th powers of them with k 2 IN not too big (recall that we suppose the ground eld to be perfect and our arithmetic networks and straight{line programs to include special gates for the extraction of p{th roots in k and in k ). Thus we may suppose without loss of generality that we are able to extract suitable p{th roots in R (and hence in K ) of not too high degree ( p k D will su ce). Applying now Lemma 11 iteratively (with at most log p D iterations) we see that we obtain in sequential time O(D 7 ) a separable representationP 2 R T] of the polynomial P .
Taking into account that in all our applications the factor appearing in Lemma 11 will be monic with respect to one of its variables and using standard tricks of parallelization we get a division free and well parallelizable arithmetic network of size D O(1) which from the coe cients of P computes the coe cients of a separable representationP 2 R T] of P (see 24], 2.1. and 26] for more details about how to modify algorithms in order to achieve the assumptions which allows to computeP ). De nition 12 Let F be a set of polynomials of k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] such that 0 belongs to F . Let Q be a subset of k n . Q is called a correct test sequence (or questor set) for F if for any P 2 F the following implication holds :
Correct Test Sequences and \Vermeidung von
P(x) = 0 for all x 2 Q =) P = 0 : The cardinality #Q is called the length of the test sequence Q.
The existence of short correct test sequences is warranted by the following fact :
Lemma 13 Let F be the class of all polynomials of k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] which can be evaluated by a straight{line program in k(X 1 ; : : : ; X n ) of (nonscalar) size L and depth`. Let ! := (2`+ 1 ? 2) (2`+ 1) 2 and := 6 (`L) 2 . Then for any collection of ! elements of k the set n k n contains at least ! n (1 ? ! ? 6 ) correct test sequences of length for the class F .
If the characteristic of k is zero we can always make the standard choice := f1; : : : ; !g ZZ.
Lemma 13 implies that for L > 0 and`> 0 there always exist correct test sequences for F having length which is polynomial in L, and that any random choice of elements in n leads to a correct test sequence for F with an error probability of ! ? 6 << We shall make frequent use of a method called \Vermeidung von Divisionen" which is due to 60] and which allows to transform any straight{line program ? (with parameters in k or k ) which computes a polynomial and contains essential divisions into an equivalent division free one, say ? 0 . If the size and the depth of ? are L and`respectively, then the size and depth of ? 0 are D 2 L and O(`) (see 40] for the proof of this precise statement).
Construction of a Primitive Element
Primitive element constructions (or \shape lemmas") are crucial for solving zerodimensional polynomial systems symbolically (see 1 Let R be an integral k {algebra with fraction eld K . Let I be a zero-dimensional ideal of K X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] . We denote the radical of I by p I .
For any maximal ideal Q associated to I , let K(Q) be the eld K(Q):= K X 1 ; : : : ; X n ]=Q:
A linear form u = t 1 X 1 + + t n X n 2 R X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] is said to be a primitive element for I ( p I . We shall also apply the notion of \primitive element" to zerodimensional localizations (by a given polynomial) of generally nonzerodimensional ideals. When doing so (e.g. in Lemma 7) we have to think I as the intersection of all primary components of the given ideal which do not contain the polynomial.
For the construction of a primitive element from a given set of generators of I we follow the lines of 24] or 40].In order to explain our method we introduce new variables T 1 ; : : : ; T n and for 1 j n we consider the following domains : R j := R T 1 ; : : : ; T j?1 ; T j+1 ; : : : ; T n ] K j := K(T 1 ; : : : ; T j?1 ; T j+1 ; : : : ; T n ); and the following linear form in X 1 ; : : : ; X j?1 ; X j+1 ; : : : ; X n : Z j := T 1 X 1 + + T j?1 X j?1 + T j+1 X j+1 + + T n X n : Furthermore we consider the following linear form U in X 1 ; : : : ; X n : U := T 1 X 1 + + T n X n :
We observe that for any 1 j n the identity U = Z j + T j X j holds. Let T be an additional variable and D a natural number. The way how we shall generate a primitive element is contained in the following statement : Lemma 14 Let be given the following inputs : monic polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f n 2 R T] of degree at most D such that for each 1 j n the specialization f j (X j ) belongs to the ideal I .
for each 1 j n a polynomial g j 2 R j T] which is monic in T and which has total degree at most D such that the specialization g j (Z j ) belongs to the ideal K j N K I . We suppose further that f 1 ; : : : ; f n and g 1 ; : : : ; g n are represented by their coe cients with respect to the variable T . Moreover we assume that the coe cients of g 1 ; : : : ; g n themselves are given by a division free straight{line program in R T 1 ; : : : ; T n ] of length L and depth`.
Then there exists a division free arithmetic network in R of size (nDL) O(1) and depth O(log 2 (nD) +`) which computes the coe cient representation of the following items : i) a primitive element u = 1 X 1 + + n X n 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] for the ideal I , ii) a non{zero element 2 R and for each 1 j n a polynomial v j 2 R T] such that X j ? v j (u) 2 p
iii) a monic polynomial q 2 R T] such that q(u) 2 p I holds.
Moreover we have degv i < degq for 1 i n. From the observations at the end of Section 4.1 we deduce that we may suppose without loss of generality that q is separable with respect to the variable T and hence squarefree. This implies that the algebra K X 1 ; : : : ; X n ]= 
The Algorithm
In this Section we describe the algorithmic procedure underlying Theorem 1, 2 and 3.
Let us x the following notions and notations : let X 0 be a new variable. For any non{zero polynomial p 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] of degree D we de ne its homogenization h p (with respect to the variable X 0 ) as h p:= X D 0 p(X 1 =X 0 ; : : : ; X n =X 0 ): For p = 0 we put h p:= 0 . Of course h p is a homogeneous polynomial in k X 0 ; : : : ; X n ] of degree D . For any ideal I of k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] , we de ne its homogenization h I as the (homogeneous) ideal in k X 0 ; : : : ; X n ] generated by the set of polynomials f h f : f 2 Ig.
We maintain assumptions and notations of Section 1. In particular we suppose to be given input polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f n 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] of degree at most d which are encoded by a division free straight{line program of size L and depth`. We suppose that f 1 ; : : : ; f n form an a ne or toric complete intersection, according to the problem we are considering. Let H be a non{zero linear form of k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] given by its coe cients. The fundamental problem we want to solve is the following : nd a non{zero polynomial p (in the a ne case) or a non{zero polynomial p (in the toric case) belonging to k T] such that p(H) vanishes on V = V (f 1 ; : : : ; f n ) (in the a ne case) or p (H) vanishes on V = V (f 1 ; : : : ; f n ) n V ( n Q i=1 X i ) (in the toric case). This is the content of Theorem 1 and 2.
From 40] Lemma 13 we deduce that the homogeneous polynomials h f 1 , : : : , h f n can be evaluated by a division free straight{line program in k X 0 ; : : : ; X n ] of (nonscalar) size and depth d(d + 1) 2 L and log 2 d + 2`respectively.
For 1 i n we denote by I i := (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) the ideal generated by f 1 ; : : : ; f i in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] . Let us now introduce the speci c notions and notations which we need in the a ne case. Fix 1 i n and let J i := p h I i be the radical of the homogenization of I i = (f 1 ; : : : ; f i ) . Thus J i is a homogeneous and unmixed radical ideal of codimension i and the corresponding projective variety does not contain any irreducible component at in nity. Furthermore the homogeneous polynomial h f i+1 is a non{zero divisor modulo J i for i < n. Let I i := ( h f i ; J i?1 ) be the homogeneous ideal generated by h f i and J i?1 . We observe that J i is the intersection of all codimension i prime homogeneous ideals which contain I i but not the form X 0 (of course, these are associated primes of I i ).
Let us nally consider the speci c notions and notations of the toric case. Let 1 i n. We denote by J i the intersection of all homogeneous prime ideals of codimension i which contain h I i but not the form n Q i=0 X i (these prime ideals are again associated to h I i ). By hypothesis (the family f 1 ; : : : ; f n forms a toric complete intersection) the variety
X i ) and therefore J i 6 = (X 0 ; : : : ; X n ) . Furthermore the homogeneous polynomial h f i+1 is not a zero divisor modulo J i for i < n. Finally, as in the a ne case, J i is the intersection of all codimension i homogeneous (associated) prime ideals which contain ( h f i ; J i?1 ) but not the form n Q i=0 X i . With these notions and notations xed we are now able to describe the principal items which are produced as intermediate results by the algorithm underlying Theorems 1, 2 and 3 and to indicate their main properties.
For the a ne as well as for the toric case the algorithm proceeds in an analogous manner in n recursive steps. We give now a simultaneous account of the i{step of the algorithm both for the a ne and the toric case (here 1 i n). The n . The same notation will be applied in the a ne case as well as in the toric case, no ambiguity will arise from that. Thus for example i will be interpreted as the discriminant of q i or as the discriminant of q i , following the context.
Let us also remark that the degree of v (i) n?i+1 ; : : : ; v (i) n with respect to the variable T will be strictly less than the degree of q i or q i respectively (this latter condition makes v We observe without proof that the algorithm underlying this procedure can be organized in such a way that it uses only linear algebra subroutines dealing with square matrices of size at most 2d i (or 2d i ).
We divide the i + 1 {th recursive step of our algorithm in three parts :
recursive Noether normalization. recursive generation of a primitive element. cleaning extraneous irreducible components.
The rst two parts are common for both the a ne and the toric case. Only the third part distinguishes in some few technical points between the two cases.
Before giving the details of these three parts, let us recall the following procedure to compute resultants which is implicitly contained g of this homothety veri es the conclusions of the lemma with respect to degrees (see 8], Remark 9 and its proof). Moreover j generically unrami ed means that the corresponding nite eld extension is separable. Therefore the minimal polynomial m g is squarefree if is generically unrami ed. Since the minimal polynomial of the homothety de ned by the multiplication by g modulo J is a product of some of the given m (1) g ; : : : ; m (N) g (without repetitions if is generically unrami ed), the rst assertion of the lemma follows. The third one is a consequence of the fact that the polynomials m (1) g ; : : : ; m (N) g are irreducible and that J is radical. The second assertion follows from the observation that the irreducible factors of g are the polynomials m (1) g ; : : : ; m (N) g . Note that if g is not a zero divisor modulo J , the term a 0 is a non{zero homogeneous polynomial of k X 0 ; : : : ; X n?i ] of degree D deg(g).
Recursive Noether Normalization.
Without loss of generality we describe just the a ne case (the toric case follows simply by replacing J i by J i and so on).
First we observe that h f i+1 is not a zero divisor modulo J i . According to the notations of Lemma 16 above let mh f i+1 be the minimal polynomial of the homothety given modulo The ranks of the free modules B j and C j are therefore bounded by d 2 i . Since the coe cients of a 0 with respect to Y n?i and the coe cients of H j with respect to Y n?i , Y j are given, we know e ectively (with no extra cost) the multiplication tensor of B j . In the same sense the multiplication tensor of C j is available. From this data we compute the characteristic polynomial Y j 2 R T] of the homothety in B j given by the multiplication by Y j and the characteristic polynomial Z j 2 R j T] of the homothety in C j given by Z j . We put h j := Y j and g j := Z j . One veri es immediately that h j and g j have the required properties (for this purpose observe that a 0 2 I i+1 , H j 2 J i I i+1 and G j 2 K j R J i K j R I i+1 holds).
Applying Lemma 14 and the observations at the end of Section 4.1 we obtain a linear form u i+1 which is a primitive element for the ideal generated by I i+1 in K Y n?i ; : : : ; Y n ] , a homogeneous polynomial q 2 R T] and homogeneous polynomials 2 R and v n?i ; : : : ; v n 2 R T] such that the following holds : q is monic and separable in T (hence squarefree), q(u i+1 ) belongs to the ideal p I i+1 , is nonzero and for n ? i j n we have Y j ? v j (u i+1 ) 2 p I i+1 . Observe that we may suppose without loss of generality that is monic in one of its variables, say Y n?i?1 .
These However this projective variety may contain irreducible components at in nity (extraneous components) or components which count in I i+1 (or its localization) with higher multiplicities than one.
The situation in the toric case is the same with \extraneous components at in nity" replaced by \extraneous components contained in the union of hyperplanes V (
We show now how extraneous components and multiplicities which appear in a natural way when cutting by the hypersurfaces V ( h f 1 ); : : : ; V ( h f n ) , can be cleared out during the process. Let us concentrate upon the a ne case.
First recall that J i+1 is the intersection of all those homogeneous prime ideals of codimension i+1 which contain h f i+1 and J i but do not contain X 0 . We observe also that the ( Since q(u i+1 ) is monic and separable in u i+1 we may suppose without loss of generality that the polynomial h is monic and separable too in u i+1 . Moreover we may suppose that h is homogeneous with respect to the grading of R u i+1 ] . The coe cients of the polynomial h with respect to the variable u i+1 can be computed from the coe cients of We conclude this subsection with the remark that the toric case can be treated in exactly the same way replacing at the end of the construction for the a ne case the linear form X 0 by the homogeneous polynomial n Q i=0 X i .
Proof of Theorems 1, 2 and 3
In this subsection we deduce from Lemma 5 and 7 and from Proposition 15 rst Theorem 3 and then Theorem 1 and 2.
Proof of Theorem 3. Let assumptions and notations be the same as in the statement of Theorem 3 and as at the beginning of this section. The algorithm underlying the proof proceeds in n recursive steps.
Let us now show Theorem 3 (i) which deals with the a ne case. In the rst step of our algorithm we apply Proposition 15 just to the input straight{line program and the input polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f n in the following sense : we put formally i = 0 and assume ? 0 to be the empty circuit.
Suppose now 1 i < n and let us consider the (i + 1) {th step of our procedure. Let be given an arithmetic network N i with parameters in k which produces the input for the Finally we obtain for i:= n?1 the output of the algorithm underlying Theorem 3 (i) .
This output consists in the coe cients of a nonzero linear form u 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] and of one{variate polynomials q , v 1 ; : : : ; v n 2 k u] such that the following holds : degq = n maxfdegv 1 ; : : : ; degv n g < n (f 1 ; : : : ; f n ) = (q; X 1 ? v 1 ; : : : ; ; X n ? v n ): The output is represented by the arithmetic network N n whose parameters belong to k and whose size and depth are (nLd ) O(1) and O(n(log 2 (nd) +`)log 2 ) respectively.
The proof of Theorem 3 (ii) which deals with the toric case is completely analogous. One has just to replace in it the application of Lemma 7 by the application of Lemma 5 in the same sense. In order to avoid repetitive arguments we omit this proof.
From Theorem 3 (i) and (ii) we deduce now easily Theorem 1 and 2. We omit the proof of this proposition which is essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 3 (i) .
Of course Proposition 17 admits also a toric version with almost the same proof as Theorem 3 (ii) . We are going now to formulate a slightly more general statement in which the rôle of the form n Q i=1 X i is played by an arbitrary nonzero polynomial g 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] .
We think this statement is interesting by its own because it says that our algorithms are able to \avoid" undesired points which are contained in a previously given hypersurface V (g) .
Let be given nonzero polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f s ; g 2 k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] with s n. We say that f 1 ; : : : ; f s form a secant family (\suite s ecante") which avoids the hypersurface V (g) if for any 1 j s the localization V (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) g is not empty and if for any irreducible component C of V (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) the following implication holds :
if C is not contained in the hypersurface V (g) then dimC = n ? j . Let 1 j s. We say that an irreducible component C of V (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) avoids the hypersurface V (g) if C is not contained in V (g) . The union of all irreducible components of V (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) which avoid the hypersurface V (g) is called the part of the a ne variety V (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) which avoids the hypersurface V (g) and we denote this part by V 0 (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) . We write deg 0 V (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) for its geometric degree. Thus V 0 (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) is the Zariski closure of the locally closed subset V (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) g of A n and we have deg 0 V (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) = degV 0 (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) . Moreover if f 1 ; : : : ; f s form a secant family which avoids the hypersurface V (g) then deg 0 V (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) > 0 holds for any 1 j s.
With these notions and notations we are now able to formulate our statement which generalizes Theorem 3 (ii) to positive dimension : O(1) and its depth is O((log 2 s +`)log 2 0 s ) = O((log 2 s +`)log 2 0 ) . We omit the proof of this proposition which essentially the same as the proof of Theorem 3 (ii) with the form n Q i=1 X i replaced by the polynomial g .
Division Theorems
In this section we explain how Proposition 17 can be applied in order to obtain re ned complexity and degree bounds in the division theorems form a regular sequence and g belongs to the ideal (f 1 ; : : : ; f s ) . For 1 j n denote by j := degV (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) the geometric degree of the a ne variety de ned by the ideal (f 1 ; : : : ; f j ) which we suppose to be radical. Write := maxf j ; 1 j s ? 1g and d:= maxfdegf j ; 1 j ng. Assume that the polynomials f 1 ; : : : ; f s and g are given by a division free straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] of length L and depth`. Then there exists an arithmetic network with parameters in k which has size (sd L) O(1) and depth O(s(log 2 sd +`)log 2 ) and which produces from the circuit as input a division free straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] such that represents certain polynomials Let us now make some comments rst on the degree and then on the complexity bounds of Theorem 19 and 20 and their proofs. The degree bounds in Theorem 19 (ii) and 20 (ii) are noteworth by their own. They are due to the paper 52] from which they follow immediately by performing the following modi cation in the proof of 52], Lemma 15 and 16 : every time when the B ezout inequality ( 29] , Theorem 1) is applied in order to produce a degree bound of d j , this bound is replaced by the number j , where 1 j s or 1 j n, following the context (see 53]).
We are now going to explain how the complexity bounds of Theorem 19 (i) and 20 (i) follow from Proposition 17. In order to make explanations easier we refer only to proofs in There is only one point where caution is necessary : the application of duality techniques in 19] is based on the simple minded decomposition formula for duality (3) in Section 3:2 of the same paper. The size of this decomposition may happen to be too big for our purpose here. In order to remedy this problem we have to use a di erent view of duality which is close to 52] and 53]. This will be contained in a forthcoming paper where complete and self contained proofs of Theorem 19 and 20 will be given.
For getting simultaneously with the complexity bounds also the degree estimations in Theorem 19 and 20 one has to adapt the algorithm underlying the proof of Theorem 19 (i) and 20 (i) to the particular constructions in 52] and 53].
Conclusions
This nal section is devoted to the announcement of further complexity results which can be obtained by our method. We hope that these results, which are intermediary products of work still in progress, shed light on the possibilities and limitations of our approach.
First let us turn back to our discussion at the end of Section 3. Remark 8 and Proposition 15 imply that our main results, namely Theorem 1, 2, 3, 19, 20 and Proposition 17, 18 remain true if we replace in their conclusions \arithmetic network with parameters in k " by \arithmetic network over k with factorization gates" and \straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] " by \straight{line program in k X 1 ; : : : ; X n ] ". Parallel to this observation we may ask what happens to our algorithms when we try to transfer them to the bit complexity model (here we suppose that k is 0 Q or a nitely generated transcendental extension of 0 Q ). We announce here that our procedures allow perfect a modularization modulo suitably (randomly) chosen primes of not too big height. This implies that a suitably randomized version of our main complexity results remain valid in the bit model if we take into account the (bit) size of the rational parameters which appear in the input circuit . Finally let us state just one application of our method to an elimination problem in semialgebraic geometry.
Let k be an ordered hilbertian eld with factorization at moderate costs and let K be a real closure of k . Let k := K := K(i) with i 2 = ?1 be the corresponding algebraic closure of k and K . We consider the a ne space A n := A n ( k) equipped with the Zariski topology whose closed sets are the k {de nable algebraic subsets of k n . Let W A n be a closed subset and let W = C 1 C s be its decomposition in irreducible components with respect to this topology. Thus W and C 1 ; : : : ; C s are k? de nable algebraic subsets of k n . Let i) q is monic and squarefree and has degree 00 n . Moreover v 1 ; : : : ; v n satisfy the degree bound maxfdegv j ; 1 j < ng < 00 n ii) For each semialgebraically connected component C of V there exists a point 2 C and a eld element 2 K such that q( ) = 0 and = (v 1 ( ); : : : ; v n ( )) holds.
We observe here that the network computes only points which are critical points of the projection map of V into K induced by the coordinate X n .
